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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks for factory automation
and control will require strict latency and reliability requirements
on the order of 1 millisecond end-to-end latency and 10−8 packet
error rate. In order to meet these requirements, wireless sensor
networks will require effective modes of network diversity that
are also compatible with low-latency time scales. We developed
a metric for quantifying diversity efficacy, and we evaluated the
efficacy of temporal, hardware, spatial, and frequency diversity in
cooperative IEEE 802.15.4 wireless networks. We demonstrated
a wireless sensor network topology that achieved 99.99999%
of reliability bounded by a worst case end-to-end latency of 3
milliseconds.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra low power wireless sensor networks are deployed
world-wide in industrial process automation, for both monitor-
ing and relatively high latency control, using standards such
as WirelessHART (IEC62591), and ISA100.11a (IEC62734),
which use 2.4 GHz 802.15.4 radios running variants of the
Time Synchronized Mesh Protocol TSMP [1]. These systems
enable sensor data to be gathered reliably from industrial
systems without the need for expensive and physically cumber-
some wiring. The natural extension of these networks is their
use for low latency wireless control in factory automation.

While ultra low-power wireless sensor networks have en-
abled high-reliability wireless control in process automation,
current high-reliability systems do not deliver tight enough
latency bounds to be suitable for wireless control in factory
auatomation [2]. Previous work has demonstrated the use of
a multi-hop 802.15.4e 6TiSCH network to wirelessly stabilize
an inverted pendulum, but found the latency introduced by
the wireless system was a significant challenge [3]. Wired
industrial control systems generally have a round trip latency
of 1 ms with reliability of 108 [2]. Wireless industrial control
systems must eventually mirror these specifications to become
viable.

Significant work has gone into creating reliable
(>99.999% [4]) implementations of IEEE802.15.4 and
many additional standards [5], [6], [7], [8] with end-to-end
packet latency on the order of tens of milliseconds. Yang et
al. demonstrated better than four nines reliability at under 40
ms latency using an unmodified OpenWSN stack [9]. Given
that the default time slot length in these standards-based
protocols is 10 ms, improvement below 10 ms is unlikely. In
order to explore strategies for end-to-end packet latency of

less than 10 ms we jettison the networking stack and build up
our test setup starting with only the OpenWSN BSP interface,
the 802.15.4 PHY layer and the lower MAC layer.

II. NETWORK DIVERSITY AND RELIABILITY

Redundant packet transmissions and receptions that are
ideally independent produce network diversity, which prevents
network performance degradation due to interference and mul-
tipath fading [10]. Network diversity is key for high-reliability
wireless networks [2][11]. Spatial, frequency, temporal, and
hardware diversity can all be used as diversity modes in a
network system. Figure 1 illustrates these types of diversity.
In low-latency networks, temporal diversity is not very useful
due to coherence times being on the same time scale as the
latency requirements [11].

The primary goal of network diversity is to create redundant
data paths that fail independently from each other. For exam-
ple, consider a wireless sensor network with one transmitting
mote and one receiving mote that has a packet delivery ratio
(PDR) of 0.9999, and thus a packet error rate (PER) of 10−4.
Then consider a second receiving mote with a PER of 10−4

added to the network. This network now has diversity because
it has a redundant packet delivery path. However, the extent
that this diversity improves the total packet error rate (PERt)
depends on the efficacy of the specific diversity mode used.
The PERt isn’t simply 10−8 because packet error events
aren’t necessarily independent of each other. The correlation
between each packet delivery channel dictates the efficacy of
the network’s diversity mode, with higher correlation yielding
lower diversity efficacy. Let us model the packet reception and
error events for both motes as the following Bernoulli random
variables:

X1 =

{
1 if Mote 1 Receive Packet
0 if Mote 1 Misses Packet

X2 =

{
1 if Mote 2 Receive Packet
0 if Mote 2 Misses Packet

(1)

These variables have the following probability mass functions:
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Fig. 1. Network diversity in wireless sensor networks. (a) temporal diversity
where each packet is retransmitted multiple times in order to decrease the
likelihood of a missed packet. (b) Hardware diversity where two receive motes
are in the same location. (c) Frequency diversity where the transmitting mote
broadcasts on two channels and each receiving mote listens on a different
channel. (d) Spatial diversity where the two receiver motes are in different
locations.

fX1
(x1) =

{
PDR1 if x1 = 1

PER1 if x1 = 0

fX2
(x2) =

{
PDR2 if x2 = 1

PER2 if x2 = 0

(2)

The total PER is defined below:

PERt = P (X1 = 0 ∩ X2 = 0)

= P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0)P (X2 = 0)

= P (X2 = 0|X1 = 0)P (X1 = 0)

(3)

The conditional probabilities P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0) and
P (X2 = 0|X1 = 0) describe the probability of one mote
missing a packet given that the other mote misses a packet
and are useful metrics for evaluating the efficacy of network
diversity. If the network’s mode of diversity is highly effective,
the random variables X1 and X2 would be independent, so
P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0) = P (X1 = 0), yielding P (X1 =
0 ∩ X2 = 0) = 10−8. Conversely, if the network’s diversity is
completely ineffective, X1 and X2 will be perfectly correlated
and P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0) = 1, yielding P (X1 = 0 ∩ X2 =
0) = 10−4. In this case, the second mote would provide no
benefit to the reliability of the network. This example shows
the importance of a diversity mode’s efficacy for a network’s
reliability. With sufficiently effective diversity modes, only a
few extra packet delivery paths are necessary to obtain high-
reliability networks. We define our diversity efficacy metric
as the average ratio of an independent packet failure to a
conditional packet failure; this is also equal to the ratio of
PERt to the multiplication of the conditional packet failure
probabilities:

D =

(
1

2

)(
P (X1 = 0)

P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0)
+

P (X2 = 0)

P (X2 = 0|X1 = 0)

)
=

P (X1 = 0 ∩ X2 = 0)

P (X1 = 0|X2 = 0) P (X2 = 0|X1 = 0)
(4)

A diversity score of 1 implies X1 and X2 are completely
independent. A diversity score of less than 1 implies X1 and
X2 are correlated, and a diversity score of more than 1 implies
that X1 and X2 are anti-correlated.

PERt =
PER1PER2

D
(5)

III. EFFICACY OF NETWORK DIVERSITY MODES

We evaluated the efficacy of temporal, spatial, frequency,
and hardware diversity on an 802.15.4-based sensor net-
work. The topology of the network had n-to-k transmitters
to receivers with various forms of diversity implemented.
OpenMotes [12] based on the Texas Instruments CC2538
wireless SoC were used for the network hardware. Multiple
network topologies were tested by sending 106-107 packets
through each network and capturing the arrival and latency
of each packet. The test harness used for data collection was
modified from the system used in [9], which consisted of a
computer-controlled logic analyzer that triggers the Tx mote
to transmit a packet and waits for the Rx motes to toggle
a GPIO pin when they receive the packet. The transmitting
mote was programmed to send packets whenever the test
harness toggled its GPIO pin. Each packet contained a 8-byte
payload in addition to preamble and CRC. Inside the packet
was a 32 bit passphrase unique to the network under test.
Receiving motes only toggled their packet-received GPIO once
the packet’s CRC and passphrase was verified. Histograms of
packet latencies were generate from the data. The receiving
motes were located approximately 4 m from the transmitting
mote. Currently, there are a small number of packets that



measured as arriving earlier than they are physically able to.
We count these packets as either missed, or at their next
reception time, if they were received again. Future work will
focus on isolating and eliminating these spurious packets,
which will be necessary to demonstrate 10−8 and 10−9 reliable
networks.

As stated previously, temporal diversity at the millisecond
time-scale that low-latency networks require was expected to
be ineffective. Experiments showed that temporal diversity
only produced a diversity metric of D = 1.5419∗10−4 (Figure
2). However, retransmitting packets three times was sufficient
to decrease the intrinsic PER by an order of magnitude from
1.3∗10−4 to 1.22∗10−5. temporal diversity can still be useful
for improving reliability, but its fundamental nature requires a
temporal-latency trade-off, and is not a very efficient form of
diversity.

The hardware diversity network topology consisted of one
mote transmitting to two receiving motes in the same location,
on the same channel. Each receiving mote should experience
approximately the same network conditions. Hardware diver-
sity is intended to alleviate any hardware-originated packet
loss or high-latency events that could be caused by non-
deterministic interrupt-handling or hardware failure. For this
diversity mode, D = 5.521 ∗ 10−3, a slight improvement over
temporal diversity (Figure 3).

The efficacy of frequency diversity depends on the mag-
nitude of frequency difference between each channel used
for communication. Frequency-dependent interference from
sources like WiFi can span multiple 802.15.4 channels, which
would increase the correlation of packet errors on adjacent
channels. The first experiment evaluated frequency diversity
where the communication channels only differed by one chan-
nel, which is 5 MHz for 802.15.4 channels. The transmitting
mote would send each packet twice, once on channel 12,
and then once on channel 13. 106 packets were sent from
one transmitting mote to two listening motes, mote 1 was
listening on channel 12, and mote 2 was listening on channel
18. The diversity efficacy of 5 MHz channel hop frequency
diversity was D = 8.926 ∗ 10−3. Increasing the channel hop
to six channels, or 30 MHz, improved the diversity metric to
D = 6.329 (Figure 4). Since D > 1 in this case, it is actually
less likely for a for a packet to be missed if the packet on the
other mote is missed. This suggests that in this case, packet
error events are actually anti-correlated, where a packet error
on one channel makes it less likely for a packet to be missed
on the other channel.

Spatial diversity should help eliminate the effect of local
interference and multipath effects. In the spatial diversity
experiment, each receiving mote was placed at a distance of
4m from the transmitting mote, with an angle of 90 degrees
between them, with reference to the transmitting mote. Only
one frequency channel was used for this experiment. The
resulting diversity efficacy of this mode was 0.0287 (Figure
5).

A. Combining Multiple Network Diversity Modes

Combining multiple modes of networking diversity could
yield high reliability networks without sacrificing latency or
increasing network complexity greatly. In this experiment, a
combination of temporal, mote, spatial, and frequency diver-
sity were used to achieve reliability of < 10−7 with a latency
bound of 3 ms. 107 packets were sent during this experiment.

B. Evaluation of Network Diversity Modes

Table I shows a summary of the efficacy of different
flavors of network diversity. Frequency diversity, when the
channels are 30 MHz apart, was the most effective form
of network diversity. Frequency and temporal diversity both
require packet retransmissions when using a single transmit
mote, which leads to an increase in latency bound. Spatial
and hardware diversity only require more receiving motes,
and do not affect the potential upper bound of latency. It is
interesting to note that mote and temporal diversity have about
the same effect on network reliability. This suggests that at
the short time intervals low latency networks operate within,
resending packets over time doesn’t provide any benefit to
increasing the number of motes listening on the channel. While
frequency diversity was the most effective form of diversity,
the other modes were still useful when used simultaneously.
The 3 ms latency-bounded 10−7 reliability network topology
is a testament to the utility of combining multiple modes of
diversity.

IV. SCALABILITY AND RESISTANCE TO INTERFERENCE

Industrial automation and control settings will require large
scale networks with numerous transmitting and receiving
motes. Therefore, low-latency high-reliability industrial wire-
less networks must be able to scale effectively as the number
of active motes increases. A network topology such as a one-
to-two mote network utilizing two-channel frequency diversity
could easily scale to eight independent networks, provided
that the active frequencies for each network were prudently
chosen. However, this topology could encounter scalability
issues once all sixteen 802.15.4 channels are used. At this
point, the channel occupancy of each channel will increase
and the likelihood of packet collisions and interference will
increase, leading to degraded network reliability. We evaluated
the performance of a two channel one-to-two mote network as
the adversarial channel occupancy of its channels increased. A
second transmitting mote was used to randomly transmit 10-
byte payload packets on random channels in the vicinity of
the one-to-two mote system. Adversarial channel occupancy
was defined as the percentage of time the interfering mote
spent transmitting on each channel, in expectation. The one-to-
two mote frequency diversity network occupied approximately
4% of each of the two channels it was using. Figure 7
shows the effect that channel occupancy of the interfering
mote had on the diversity efficacy and total PER on the
one-to-two mote network. Diversity efficacy (D) remained on
the order of 1 as adversarial channel occupancy increased
from 0% to 3.3%, while total PER increased from 1 ppm to
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Fig. 2. Experimental data from the temporal diversity experiment. 107 packets were sent, were each packet was retransmitted three times. (a.) This latency
histogram shows the distribution of latencies observed during the experiment. Missed packets appear as latencies at 10 ms. (b.) Time series histogram of
missed packets. Most packets were missed in the last third of the experiment. (c) Complimentary cumulative distribution function shows the fraction of packets
that arrive after a specific latency on the graph.
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Fig. 3. Experimental data from hardware diversity experiment. 106 packets were sent (a,d) Histograms illustrating the latency distributions for each receiving
mote. Missed packets are denoted by the 10 ms bin. (b,e) Time series histograms of PER over time. (c) Histogram showing the combined (the latency at
which the packet was first received by mote 1 or mote 2) latency distribution from the two motes.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NETWORK DIVERSITY EFFICACY

Network Diversity Mode PER1 PER2 PERt P (X2 = 0|X1 = 0) D

Temporal 1.3 ∗ 10−4 1.3 ∗ 104 1.22 ∗ 10−5 0.8431 1.5419 ∗ 10−4

Hardware 5.2 ∗ 10−3 3.92 ∗ 10−3 3.66 ∗ 10−3 0.81 5.521 ∗ 10−3

Frequency(Channel 12 and 13) 9.05 ∗ 10−4 1.657 ∗ 10−3 1.68 ∗ 10−4 0.1856 8.926 ∗ 10−3

Spatial 2.887 ∗ 10−3 5.087 ∗ 10−3 1.1 ∗ 10−3 0.38205 0.0287

Frequency (Channel 12 and 18) 2.549e ∗ 10−3 2.483 ∗ 10−3 10−6 3.974 ∗ 10−3 6.329

Temporal, Spatial, and Frequency 1.22 ∗ 10−5 1.008 ∗ 10−4 < 10−7 < 4.5944 ∗ 10−3 N/A
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Fig. 4. Experimental data from frequency diversity experiment with a 30 MHz channel hop. (a,d) Histograms illustrating the latency distributions for each
receiving mote this experiment. Missed packets are denoted by the 10 ms bin (b,e) Time series histogram. Approximately halfway through the experiment,
an unknown source of interference switched channels, which can be seen in the PER of mote 2 increase while the PER of mote 1 decreasing. (c) Histogram
showing the combined (the latency at which the packet was first received by mote 1 or mote 2) latency distribution from the two motes. (f) CCDF of latency
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Fig. 5. Experimental data from spatial diversity experiment. 106 packets were sent from one transmitting mote to two listening motes, with each mote
listening on the same channel. (a,d) Histograms illustrating the latency distributions for each receiving mote this experiment. (b,e) Time series histograms
showing missed packets over time. (c) Histogram showing the combined latency distribution from the two motes. (f) CCDF of latency
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Fig. 6. Experimental data from multi-mode diversity experiment. In this experiment, two transmitting motes, each on different channels, were sending packets
to two receiving motes, each listening on its own channel. 107 packets were sent, and each packet was retransmitted three times. (a,d) Histograms illustrating
the latency distributions for each receiving mote this experiment. Missed packets are denoted by the 10 ms bin (b,e) Time series histograms showing how the
packet error rate of each mote evolves through time. (c) Histogram showing the combined PER from the two motes. (f) CCDF of latency
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Fig. 7. The effect of interference on total PER and diversity efficacy of a
one-to-two mote network with frequency diversity. The transmitting mote first
transmits on channel 14 and the channel 20. The interference transmitter is
sending packets with 10-byte payloads at random times on random channels.
The occupancy percentage is the amount of time the interfering transmitter is
using a given channel.

782 ppm. Since the diversity efficacy remained approximately
equivalent, the total PER increase was caused by an increase
in the individual PERs for each mote, rather than an increase
in correlation between packet error events. While frequency
diversity remains effective in this situation, care must be
taken to avoid degraded network performance due to crowded
channels. Decreasing channel occupancy and thus throughput
is one method of accommodating multiple networks sharing
channels.

V. CONCLUSION

Latency-bounded, high-reliability wireless sensor networks
depend on effective modes of network diversity. Diversity
modes with high efficacy enable increased reliability without
sacrificing latency performance and unduly increasing network
complexity. In 802.15.4 networks running on commercial-off-
the-shelf hardware, frequency diversity was the most effective
mode of diversity. A one-to-two mote network with frequency
diversity demonstrated 10−6 packet error rate with a 2 ms
latency bound. While showing less efficacy, other forms of
diversity such as temporal, hardware, and spatial diversity
could still be effective if used in conjunction with frequency
diversity. By combining temporal, hardware, frequency, and
spatial diversity, we demonstrated a 3 ms latency-bounded
network with 10−7 reliability. These network topologies can
scale to more than 8 simultaneous networks if channel occu-
pancy and throughput are adjusted accordingly. Future work
will focus on using latency-bounded high-reliability networks
to demonstrate reliable wireless control.
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